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Abstract: Statins are one of the major therapeutic classes, being responsible for many pleiotropic 
cardiovascular effects, anti-inflammatory action, immune support and prevention of osteoporosis. Lens 
penetration by statins involves a series of local changes with inherent repercussions on eye morphology. 
The link between statins and the initiation of cataract process was the subject of many studies, their 
results still maintaining controversy over this link.  
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Rezumat: Statinele reprezintă una dintre cele mai importante clase terapeutice, caracteristicile 
pleiotrope fiind responsabile de numeroase efecte cardiovasculare, antiinflamatorii, de susținere a 
sistemului imunitar şi prevenire a osteoporozei. Penetrarea cristalinului de către statine implică o serie 
de modificări locale cu repercusiuni inerente asupra morfologiei oculare. Legătura dintre statine şi 
apariția cataractei a reprezentat obiectul a numeroase studii, rezultatele lor menținând în continuare 
controverse asupra acestei legături.   
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 More than 100 ago, Virchow noted the presence of 
cholesterol into the blood vessels wall of people who died as a 
result of obstructive vascular diseases such as myocardial 
infarction. With the publication of the Framinghame study 
results, the one who held definite correlation between 
hypercholesterolemia and coronary heart disease, research has 
started on the synthesis of lipid-lowering agents, especially 
those able to stop endogenous cholesterol synthesis. The key 
enzyme involved in this process is 3-hydroxy-3-glutaryl-
coenzyme A reductase (HMGR) and the target for therapeutic 
class being represented by statins.(1,2)  
 The justification for the widespread use of statins to 
reduce cardiovascular morbidity and mortality has been brought 
by the 4S, Scandinavian Simvastatin Survival Study.(3) 
Subsequently, numerous studies have supported, beyond any 
doubt, the major impact of statins on cardiovascular 
protection.(4) Moreover, it was shown that the mechanisms by 
which this class of medications significantly reduce 
cardiovascular risk is not represented only by the decreasing of 
cholesterol levels, but also by a series of biochemical changes 
known as pleiotropic effects.(5) Statin intervention is a 
pluripotent one, targeting endothelial dysfunction, antiplatelet 
effects, antioxidant, anti-inflammatory (6), neuroprotective, 
immune support and prevention of osteoporosis (7). In addition, 
it was demonstrated that statins penetrate the lens.(8) With 
advancing age, the risk of degenerative changes crystal under 
the influence of oxidative stress increases. There is ample 
evidence attesting an inverse association between dietary intake 
of antioxidants and senile cataract.(9,10,11). However, both risk 
factors and protective ones seem to be different depending on 
the type of cataract. The nuclear cataract is associated with 
smoking, the cortical cataract is subsequent to exposure to 
ultraviolet radiations and posterior subcapsular cataract occurs 
in connection with hypertension and use of steroid preparations. 
Statins appear to confer protection against nuclear cataract, but 
with no favorable effect on cortical or posterior subcapsular 
cataract.(12) The explanation lies in the intimate biological 

mechanisms which contribute to the building of nuclear cataract, 
namely oxidative stress and inflammation, processes thwarted 
by statins.(6) In addition, it was shown experimentally in dogs 
that, although the initial focus of statins is especially in the 
cortex, the drug concentration is higher in the nucleus after a 
long period of administration.(8) 
 One of the most relevant studies that attest the 
favorable effects of statins in preventing the development and 
progression of nuclear cataract was published in 2006 in 
JAMA.(8) The authors followed 1299 subjects who were 
examined by scaled photographs of both eyes, patients 
considered to have a risk of nuclear cataract in the next five 
years, some of them (214 subjects) were being treated with 
statins, whom continued until the end of the study. In total, 210 
people developed this type of cataract in the monitored period, 
the incidence was of 12.2% in the patients treated with statins 
compared with 17.2% in those who did not use this medication 
 Other studies (13,14,15) have not reported a protective 
effect of statins against nuclear cataract. There should be noted 
some objectionable aspects of these investigations. The degree 
of appreciation of nuclear sclerosis was not an objective one, 
based on shooting both eyes but on clinical examination, being 
difficult to be standardized between evaluators, the subjective 
impression of each being a possible generating errors element. 
Moreover, it is unclear if the evaluation was impartial in terms 
of treatment. It must not be overlooked that, upon approval by 
the FDA (Food and Drug Administration) in 1987 of the first 
statin (lovastatin), attention is drawn upon the ophthalmologic 
examination prior to initiating therapy and then annually starting 
from experimental data that showed the development of 
cataracts in dogs. Later, in 1991, this recommendation was 
withdrawn from lovastatin information package.  
 One study (18) published in 2001 revealed no increase 
in the incidence of cataracts in patients treated with statins. 
However, the authors could not exclude ocular adverse effects at 
higher doses than 20 mg (the dose used in these patients). Based 
on this observation, the authors have taken into account the 
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circumstances that determine exposure to high serum levels of 
statins such as the concomitant use of drugs that are metabolized 
by the same pathway as statins (except pravastatin), namely 
cytochrome P450.(19) Studies have shown that such a 
combination lead to increased systemic availability of statins, 
which involve a higher risk of side effects such as myopathy and 
rhabdomyolysis.(20,21) Medications that increase 5-10 times 
systemic levels of statins include erythromycin, verapamil (22), 
ketoconazole (23) and cyclosporine.(21) The authors concluded 
that co-administration of erythromycin and statins would 
increase the risk of developing cataracts by 2-3 times. Two years 
later, another important study (24) conducted on two groups of 
15 000 patients each, demonstrated that the use of statins on 
short and medium term (up to 4.5 years) is associated with an 
increased risk of cataract development. However, it should be 
noted that statin therapy is a long one for most patients, so 
further studies are needed to assess the impact of these drugs on 
lens in long-term administration. 
 A study was published last year (25), including a 
significant number of patients (6972), which concluded that 
patients who used statins had a higher risk of developing 
cataracts compared with controls. Based on these results, the 
authors emphasize the importance of a sensible approach to 
statin therapy, especially in primary cardiovascular prevention; 
additional studies are needed in that direction. Despite the large 
number of patients included, some deficiencies of this study 
were revealed: retrospective design, lack of data on cataract 
visual significance, using pharmaceutical data on the use of 
statins. The results of a meta-analysis (26) were presented last 
year at the European Congress of Cardiology. This meta-
analysis included 2399200 people, of whom 25618 were 
detected with cataract. The mean duration of statin therapy was 
54 months and the average patient age was 61 years old. Prof. 
Kostis’ conclusions were clear: statins decrease the incidence of 
cataract by 20% and the risk was reduced with 50% when 
treatment was initiated early (in the decade 40-49 years old) and 
with a longer duration (up to 14 years). Conflicting results of 
different studies highlight that additional assessments are needed 
to clarify these controversies. Investigations suggesting the 
favorable effect of statins in delaying nuclear cataracts could be 
the basis for new studies focused on evaluating the lens in 
patients already enrolled in clinical trials that are in progress or 
in the planning stage. Implications for the health system could 
be particularly important as nuclear cataract is the most common 
type of age-related cataracts. 
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